AGENDA
ORDINARY MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 27 JANUARY 2010

Notice is given that the next Ordinary Meeting of Tiwi Shire Council will be
held on:
•
•
•

Wednesday, 24 February 2010 at
Milikapiti Office
Commencing at 10:00am

Your attendance at the meeting will be appreciated.

Alan Hudson
Chief Executive Officer
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CORRESPONDENCE

REFERENCE

2.1
Letter from Minister Malarndirri McCarthy in relation to
funding for bore at Wurankuwu.
34847

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

Council received a letter from Minister Malarndirri McCarthy in relation to funding for a bore
at Wurankuwu.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council note this correspondence.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Letter Parliament House - Minister for Local Government - Urgent Contruction of
Bore at Wurankuwu Outstation - .pdf

3
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Letter Parliament House - Minister for Local Government - Urgent Contruction of Bore at
Wurankuwu Outstation - .pdf
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CORRESPONDENCE

REFERENCE

2.2
Letter from Department of Local Government and
Regional Services - Shire Financial Monitoring
34867

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

On the 13th January 2010 Council received a letter from the Department of Housing, Local
Government and Regional Services, Executive Director of Program and Policy Development
Trish Angus. The letter advices that the agency will commence financial performance
monitoring of shires pursuant to Regulation 7 of the Local Government (Accounting)
Regulations.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council note this Correspondence.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Letter - DHLGRS - Shire Financial monitoring - A Hudson - January 2010.pdf
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CORRESPONDENCE

REFERENCE

2.3
Letter from Department Local Government and Regional
Services - Increased Elected Member Allowances
34920

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

A letter was received from the Department of Local Government and Regional Services,
Executive Director – Trish Angus regarding the Increase to elected Member Allowances as
of 1 January 2010.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council note this correspondence.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Letter - DHLGRS Increase to Elected Member Allowances January 2010.pdf
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Letter - DHLGRS Increase to Elected Member Allowances January 2010.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.1
ICT Report
34176

AUTHOR

Christopher Smith, ICT and Systems Manager

Report to Council on ICT Progress for the Shire
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) covers mobile phones, satellites,
land lines, internet connections, software, turbo modems and hardware such as
laptops, desktops and printers.
BACKGROUND
I started work for the Shire in Oct 2009, and have now had three months to assess the
current status of all Shire ICT. My area of responsibility covers the Shire Offices at Nguiu,
Milikapiti and Pirlangimpi, Shire services such as Night Patrol, Community Libraries and
Childrens Services, and programs such as the CDEP.
I have been advising Alan Hudson on the choices faced by the Shire in July 2010, when the
contracts begun by the State Government in July 2008 expire.
I have visited as many Shire sites as possible to assess the ICT infrastructure, and to repair,
upgrade or replace where necessary.
Many sites did not have a working internet connection, no working hardware and no access
to Shire email or financial software.
The Shire was paying for services which were no longer being used (such as the legacy
TILG satellite services), had working hardware which was sitting in cupboards and not used,
and had a number of mobile phone and turbo modem services which were either not being
used or were being used by unknown persons.
The Pirlangimpi Shire office has been moved onto the new NextG internet connection and is
functioning better than the previous satellite link. Milikapiti will be moved in the coming
months to a similar NextG link, which will replace the existing unreliable and frustrating
satellite connection. We are still waiting on the delivery of computers to Milikapiti for the
Stage2 rollout of the ShiresNet network. (They have been lost on the Perkins dock.)
I will be working with N T Library to address internet and computer issues in the Milikapiti
and Pirlangimpi Libraries over the next month.
I have started working with the CDEP Program to train three Level 1 IT Support people for
Nguiu, Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
Issues the Shire needs to address:
Filtering software for all Shire computers not in the Shire network (mandated under the
Intervention Legislation)
Excessive personal use of Shire mobile phones and landlines
Ongoing cost of internet connections for non-Shire networked computers
Shire needs to address the problem of e-waste, what to do with old printers, faxes,
computers and mobile phones (these contain toxic materials and should not be placed
in landfill waste sites)
Options
Shire Council consider the Mobile Phone Policy presented at this meeting
In the near future I will be presenting a Shire Internet Usage Policy

RECOMMENDATION
(a)
(b)

That Council consider the Mobile Phone Usage Policy
That Council consider developing an e-waste policy
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ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.2
Housing Report January 2010
34184

AUTHOR

Karl Sibley, Housing Manager

Housing performance/achievements in the recent past
The five new apprentices that we have had on trial on Melville Island are going
extremely well. Their trial period ends at the beginning of February and if they are
interested will all be offered formal apprenticeships.
Pest control began another program in the second week of January. We are treating
all community houses across the Islands for cockroaches, ants and rats. Houses that
do not come under the Territory Alliance project will also be treated for termites
where required. There are around 60 of these houses affected by temites, averaging
about $1200 per house for treatment. The treatment lasts for between two and three
years.
All houses across the Islands have now been installed with a hot water temperature
control valve.
Two major renovations (211, 212) at Pirlangimpi are nearing completion. The
contractors completing these have run behind schedule due to the weather (over
600mm rain in the past six weeks). We are pushing very hard to have these completed
as tenants were relocated with family during the renovations.
Three houses have received new roofs in Nguiu (416,417,576). These roofs were
beyond repair, and the houses were no longer safe to inhabit. Lot 576 in being
renovated by Territory Alliance but unfortunately roofs are not within their scope.
The two vacant houses that are being refurbished at Milikapiti are also progressing
well. We hope to have them completed and handed over by mid February.
The first and second quarter reporting for Territory Housing is complete and we have
re-jigged our system a little to make this process even easier in the future.
Funding for a CDEP conversion position finally came through for the outstations
program. Sean and Paul identified Michaelus Tipungwuti of Ranku for this position.
Michaelus accepted the full time position and now is working with Paul as assistant
Outstations Essential Services Officer.
During December we had a major water problem at Ranku, with both production bores
being out of action. There were also problems carting water from Nguiu with road
conditions and mechanical failures. During this period TISC staff put in a mammoth
effort carting water and trying to resolve the issue quickly. Paul Raymond deserves a
special mention- one fortnight putting in more than 130 hours in an effort to keep the
water supply up.
The temporary bore at Ranku was activated three days before Christmas and Ranku
has had an uninterrupted water supply since. Again Paul has put in a huge effort
connecting this bore to the water supply (500m pipe trenched and laid) and keeping
the generator running over Christmas to energise the bore pump.
The Minister has approved our request to bypass the tender process in relation to the
new bores being drilled at Ranku. Providing we can secure a contractor we would like
to have this completed as soon as possible.
The Nguiu grandstand project is almost complete. We are awaiting some
design/safety issues to be resolved before removing the security fence and opening
the stand.
There have been some issues with drainage/erosion preventing the fence from being
erected at the Milikapiti crèche. This is something that should have been completed at
Attachment 1
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construction stage and needs to be remedied by the builder before the site can be
dressed.
We are at this stage 28k underspent on Outstation Housing Repairs and Maintenance.
With Councils approval I would like to replace the termite eaten floor on the raised
house at Tarracumbi and renovate the house to an inhabitable condition.
A summary of works completed for different areas within the Shire by the Housing
Department (labour and material) between July and December is as follows.
External works/invoiced works to external agenciesOutstation Housing Repairs and Maintenance
Territory Housing/ Community Housing
Internal Departments (sport and rec, night patrol etc..)
Funded capital upgrades
Staff housing maintenance/upgrades
Shire facility maintenance

68,187.06
26,792.02
1,295,323.10
85,137.18
97,745.28
137,837.39
74,828.2

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council approves approximately 40k of outstation Housing funding for
refurbishment of high set Tarracumbi house

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.3
Youth Diversion Developement Unit
34207

AUTHOR

Kevin Doolan, Coordinator - Youth Services

Summary of programs and statistics undertaken by Youth Diversion Development Unit

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council receive and note report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Tiwi youth Diversion and Development Unit Program and Statistics 2009.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.4
Child Care Centres
34208

AUTHOR

Ebony Costa, Regional Coordinator of Childrens
Services

Daily programs operating in child care centres across the islands including upgrade /
construction at Milikapiti.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council receive and note report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Children Services - Monthly Report January 2010.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.5
Sport & Recreation
34223

AUTHOR

Shea Rotumah, Sports and Recreation Manager

Achievements in staff qualifications including First Aid Certificates. Upgrade at pools across
the islands. BMX track, attendance at remote pools conference held by Royal Life Saving
Society. Swimming lessons by qualified instructor and School attendee’s gaining recognition
for behaviour.

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council that the council accept this report.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Sports and Recreation Program - Management Report 2010.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.6
Title to Bima wear premises
34226

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

To advise Council in relation to the request to transfer premises (Lot 397) back to Bima
wear.
BACKGROUND
At the last Council meeting management and board members of Bima Wear requested that
council return the title of the complex previously belonging to them.
Council records (March 2003) indicate that Bima Wear had experienced financial difficulties,
was in debt and, by November the same year, had ceased to operate and were in danger of
being wound up.
The former council (TILG) agreed to assist but could do so only as part of refurbishment of
the site. In this context TILG secured funding of $460,000 for development of the rural
transaction centre (Post office and Centrelink) and $193,000 for the establishment of
Pwanga Enterprises. TLG had also provided a vehicle to Bima wear from it’s CDEP budget.
TILG also paid outstanding debts owed by Bima Wear (just over $20,000)
A condition of funding for the rural transaction centre was that TILG had security of tenure
over the site and it was agreed that this should take the form of a lease from the traditional
owners (S 19 of the Land rights ACT).
No prior lease existed in the name of Bima Wear.
A lease agreement, for a period of 20 years, was signed between TILG and the Tiwi land
Council in January 2004.
TISC are now actively pursuing financial assistance through the Federal government to
assist Bima wear further with feasibility studies, business planning, marketing and promotion
of their business and products.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The Bima Wear submission to this Council (November 2009) claims that TILG were
responsible for the closure of Bima Wear. This is incorrect. Their own correspondence
(March 2003) advises that they had lost their coordinator, could not pay their debts and were
unable to operate without financial assistance.
Whilst the proposal to further use the site by redevelopment to include a rural transaction
centre was perhaps opportunistic by TILG there was no pre-existing lease and thus no
actual ownership of the building by Bima Wear.
Factually obtaining funds to redevelop the site (and thus also the continued operation of
Bima wear) was conditional on TILG having negotiated a lease and retaining tenure.
As such we would have to renegotiate the terms of that funding agreement as a
prerequisite to any possibility of altering the current lease arrangements.
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There is no evidence to suggest that Bima Wear would be financially viable without ongoing
assistance (particularly CDEP wages) from TISC. Had TILG not become involved Bima
Wear would almost certainly ceased to exist in 2003
Bima wear also claim portion of Centrelink rents were promised to Bima Wear. There is no
documentation supporting this. TISC do not charge rent to Bima Wear.
The demands from Bima Wear were as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compensation for loss of rental earnings
No rental payments until the end of the TISC/TLC lease
No maintenance until the end of the TISC/TLC lease
No bills until the end of the TISC/TLC lease

Of relevance to each of these demands;
The rental income to TISC is a direct result of the renovations undertaken by TISC not Bima
Wear and would not arise had these not been undertaken. Bima Wear did not pay for, nor do
they own these components of the premises.
Bima Wear pay only nominal costs to TISC
TISC already maintains the building. Only costs directly relating to Bima Wear are invoiced
to them
It is not appropriate for TISC to unconditionally meet the costs of another corporate body
such as Bima Wear.
Their submission also claims that “effectively with no consultation TILG and TLC took Bima
Wear building from Bima Wear Association based on false information. This does not appear
to be supported by their own association’s approaches to TILG and admission that they were
unable to operate without assistance.
Some of the assertions now being made appear therefore to be lacking in a full
understanding of
Neither redevelopment of the site nor the additional funding (secure by TILG) of $193,000
would have occurred had TILG not become involved.
The final issue that TISC is yet to resolve is our own capacity to retain CDEP current CDEP
workers with Bima Wear after 30 June 2010 (this will be the subject of a separate brief to
Council)
CONSULTATION & TIMING
We have met twice with Bima Wear since the last Council meeting. It is apparent that they
have aspirations of redeveloping other parts of the site.
The nature, viability and costs of these aspirations are yet to be determined.
Further consultations will need to include their involvement in discussions surrounding
employment options post 30 June 2010 and federal government assistance.

RECOMMENDATION
(a)
(b)

That Council note the background and issues advised
That Council note the need for further consultation with Bima wear to ascertain
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(c)

their aspirations and how TISC can assist to achieve these
That Council maintain it’s “in principle support” for their aim for return of these
premises and the need for ongoing discussions in this regard

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION

REFERENCE

4.7
Outline of proposal for jetty and Barge landing facilities
at Nguiu and Paru
34228

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

The purpose of this report is to inform Council of the outcome of the scoping report prepared
by Sinclair Knight Mertz for development of new jetty and barge landing facilities at Nguiu
and Paru
BACKGROUND
The Federal government recently announced additional funding under the Regional and
Local Community Infrastructure program.
This is part of their stimulus package and a process requiring competitive bids 9nationally)
particularly from local Government organizations.
To meet the technical input requirements of this funding process the Engineering firm of
Sinclair Knight Mertz were engage to help TISC develop a concept plan, provide broad scop
of works and advice on costs for such facilities.
The concept they were to consider was a commercial size jetty at Nguiu, a smaller jetty at
Paru, a small barge landing at Paru and a barge landing with secure freight handling and
storage facilities at Nguiu.
The purpose of these facilities was to be as follows;
•
•
•
•

•

To provide safe passenger boarding facilities big enough for docking of the
commercial ferry from Darwin
To provide safe passenger facilities at Paru which would do away with the need for
beach/mud landings regardless of tide
To provide a boat ramp/barge landing at Paru which would enable better launching
facilities, safe loading of vehicles and enable some goods handling
To provide an all weather freight handling and storage facility at Nguiu which would
enable orderly unloading of barged and secure storage for goods unloaded or to be
shipped
The facilities at Nguiu were also to include a small passenger terminal, toilets and
capacity to provide fuel to vessels berthed at the jetty.

Submissions closed on Friday 15 January.

ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The final report outlined costs of $10 million. It should be noted however that this included
some $3.5 m in contingency allowances as well as some $600,000 in project management
fees and $500,000 for additional design and site testing.
The Northern Territory Government have also made a bid for a contribution of funds for this
project from the growth town’s initiative pool of funds.
Should the funding be approved the project must commence within 6 months and be
completed by 30 June 2011
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CONSULTATION & TIMING
Guidelines for this program were initially sent, in error, only to former TILG employees,
hence we were very late being made aware of the availability of thids funding and the
requirements for submissions.
Nonetheless we have met with the Office of Township Leasing and senior Federal and
Northern Territory government program managers, including staff of the new formed regional
operations centre.

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council note that a submission requesting total funding of $10Million has
been submitted on behalf of TISC in accordance with the attached costings and
draft concept plans/drawings.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION

REFERENCE

4.8
Independant investigation into Tiwi Islands Shire Council
governance and administration issues
34255

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

To inform council of the outcome/s of the independent investigation into governance and
administration issues relating to Tiwi Islands Shire Council.

BACKGROUND
CT Alliance were commissioned by the Minister for Local Government and Housing, in
October 2009, to examine the affairs of TISC specifically in relation to;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement of plant and equipment pursuant to the Local Government Accounting
regulations and conflict of interest provisions of the Act
Borrowing of funds to lease plant and equipment pursuant to Ministerial guidelines
Disposal of assets pursuant to Ministerial guidelines
Staff contract management, approved remuneration, additional payments, private
use of council property and delegations
Financial accounting under agency service grant agreements
Other matters that may be identified during the course of the investigation.

The findings of the investigation were as follows;
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Local government Act itself needs to be more precise about the requirement for
the CEO to act in the best interests of Council at all times
The CEO and finance manager should be required to certify (annually) that there are
proper and adequate systems of risk management and internal controls in place and
that the provisions of the local government ACT have been complied with.
Delegations should not be unlimited.
Council does not have an accounting and property manual and requires detailed and
approved policies that both protect it’s assets and provide some way of assessing
performance of employees.
Council had NOT complied with tendering requirements in ordering 4 Motor vehicles
that were to cost $239,000.
The Director of infrastructure, in ordering those vehicles, exceeded his delegated
authority.
Ministerial approval had not been obtained to borrow the money (by way of lease
contracts) for these vehicles.
Council had/has no approved policy in relation to borrowing.
No delegations exist for the disposal of assets, yet the CEO approved the disposal
of a motor vehicle.
There is no evidence of there being a proper process for disposal of the vehicle.
Bonuses were paid to two staff despite no apparent provision in their contracts.
Whilst pay rises and other bonuses were supported by documents issued by the
CEO these were not subject to any assessment of or based on performance. Nor
does Council have in place any policy or process for measuring staff performance
before paying bonuses.
It is recommended that all senior staff remuneration, including all components of
salary packages be approved by Council.
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•

•
•

•

Documentation of travel costs to councils grants management officer were
inadequate and there may have been an overpayment by way of re-imbursement of
these costs.
Again no council policy existed regarding payment of travel allowances.
There are allegations of personal use of a vehicle and satellite phone by the father of
one of the Directors. Whilst these were not substantiated the report recommends that
this Director be formally interviewed in relation to these claims.
For the purpose of accounting for grants the CEO had “requested administration
charges of up to 25% of the grant value”…. The investigation indicated that this was
not in accordance with grant terms and conditions.

The Minister’s covering letter requests that Council advises her how they intend to address
the matters raised.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
The investigator’s recommendations, our perspective on related issues and
suggested responses by Council by Council are as follows;
1. That the Local government Act and regulations be changed to require the CEO to act
in the best interest of Council at all times and, further that the CEO and Chief
Financial Officer be required (annually) to certify that there are adequate risk
management and internal control systems in place and that there has been
compliance with key sections of the Local Government ACT.
This is in the interests of both Council and it’s communities and is a matter that should
be supported.
2. There should be no unlimited delegations. Council should set a limit of $100,000 and
should approve all transactions above this amount.
Council already imposes limitations in terms of having first approved the staffing
structure and secondly distinct financial limitations through it’s sole control over the
content and make up of all budgets. These are distinct controls because regardless of
delegations all staff must act within these limits already set by council.
Requiring Council approval of day to day transactions simply transfers the unlimited
delegation to Council and infers that Council staff can not be trusted or be responsible.
It is impractical in so much as regular payment of creditors and fortnightly wages would
require calling at least fortnightly, sometimes weekly Council meetings. If this
responsibility is transferred to a subcommittee of Councillors it again merely transfers an
unlimited responsibility to persons who are not paid or necessarily qualified to assess
the validity of such payments and could predictably result in regular delays in the
payment of wages and creditors.
In any event this would not address instances where someone disregarded their
limitations and acted improperly.
3

Council should develop a comprehensive accounting and property manual……

This, along with detailed policies on all aspects of councils operations such as HR,
travel, purchasing, borrowing, safety, training, housing, all aspects of our procedures
require proper documentation.
Of relevance to this is the formation of the Business support unit within Corporate
services (redirection of existing staff) and the prospect of retaining a policy specialist for
a short period expressly for the purpose of developing and documenting such policies.
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Similarly council’s new finance manger will commence on 3 February and will have
prime responsibility for the Accounting manual.
4.

Consider an application review of the tech1 system to ensure it meets industry
standards

CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council <<Type text…>>

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION

REFERENCE

4.9
Tiwi Community Water Planning Workshops Information Only
34840

AUTHOR

Lawrence Costa, Director Community Development

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

In partnership with CSIRO, PAWA, Tiwi Land Council and Tiwi Shire Council to run
Community Planning Workshops. To date workshops have been held in Pirlangimpi and
Milikapiti in 2009.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council receive and note report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Tiwi Community Water Planning Workshops.pdf
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REPORTS FOR INFORMATION
ITEM NUMBER
TITLE
REFERENCE

4.10
Community Development
34843

AUTHOR

Lawrence Costa, Director Community Development

Overview of issues across each community, in regard to Night Patrol, Centrelink, Office
upgrades, Sport and Recreation Child Care Centres and Staffing.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council receive and note report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Community Development Report and Engagement Community Services.pdf
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4.11
Infrastructure Report
34844

AUTHOR

David Bond, Director Commercial Service

General report of Civil and Infrastructure. Funding availability over the next five years.

BACKGROUND
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council receive and note report for information.

ATTACHMENTS:
1 Civil and Infrastructure Report.pdf
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REPORTS FOR DECISION

REFERENCE

5.1
Proposed amendments to Tiw islands Shire Council's
Senior management staffing structure
34227

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

ITEM NUMBER
TITLE

This report outlines for Council proposed changes to the senior management staffing
structure of TISC

BACKGROUND
Council has a senior staffing structure around 5 areas of responsibility, each of which is
nominally headed by a Director.
By comparison most other shires have either 2 or 3 Directors only and all, without exception,
are considerably larger than Tiwi Islands Shire council.
The salary package of TISC Directors is $140,000 in Direct costs and an additional $15,000
in indirect costs (insurances, travel, telephone etc)
Under this structure the gap between Directors and the next tier of program and project
managers is so great as to make it difficult for internal promotion or personal development of
subordinate staff to the extent that they could reasonably be expected to progress into the
Director’s positions.
It is noted however that two of the existing Directors are effectively the shire’s community
managers in the locations where they are based and this added responsibility needs to be
acknowledged.
Council has already restructured staffing levels to recruit people to undertake key
management roles at an alternative senior level.
In particular the Corporate services area will shortly include a well qualified Finance
manager, already has a competent Human resources manager, is proposed to now include
an Executive support and Council secretariat function and I am redirecting existing positions
into a business support unit within this division.
Similarly our employment activities are subject to review and will require a lower level of
support with pending changes to CDEP.
Both the Director of Corporate services and Director of Employments services positions are
currently vacant.
The Director of infrastructure has indicated he wishes to retire as soon as TISC can appoint
a person to full fill a role with equivalent responsibilities.
Total cost of employing 5 Directors (the current structure) is in the vicinity of $775,000 per
annum.
Both to ensure we can retain all existing employees and in recognition of faults in both our
budgeting and financial management (especially internal cost recoveries) divisional
responsibilities and procedures are also being reviewed.
Proposed alternative structure
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Initially it is proposed to alter Council’s senior management structure as follows;
1.

That the position of Director of corporate services be abolished.

This recognizes that with the appointment of a finance manager, a competent Human
resources manager, a business support unit (existing staff) and establishment of a council
secretariat/executive support function the role of Director (at this time) is unnecessary.
2.

That the position of Director of Employment services be abolished

Effectively the functions of this position are adequately covered by our CDEP program
manager and our Human resources manager and will be ably supported by adoption of a
training coordination role as part of the duties of the Executive Officer (secretariat and
executive support)
3.

That the position of Director of Infrastructure be abolished and replaced with
the position of Shire Engineer (works and services)

This is an opportunity arising from the desire of the current occupant of this position to retire.
At this time council has to rely on and pay for external advice on technical matters that could
be considered ‘in house” with the retention of a person with engineering qualifications.
Having this capability will also better position us to undertake our own roads programs and
to gain credibility in order to undertake the upgrading of inter-community roads that has been
suggested as part of the “growth Towns” policy of the NTG. Minor savings may also be
achieved through a slightly lower salary package, reducing the need for external technical
advice and the possibility of contracting such services to other shires.
4.

That an executive officer be recruited to provide support to the elected
members, to the CEO and to provide secretariat services for the proper
functioning of Council meetings and related business.

This was mooted at the last Council meeting and expressions of interest called and
interviews have now been completed. The secretariat will also be responsible for Council’s
information system (currently outsourced to Councilbiz) and coordinate the provision of staff
training. Creation of this role will bring these functions back in house and consequently be
revenue neutral with costs being offset by resultant savings. Added benefit will be gained by
the creation of mentoring opportunities for office staff and prospects for internal promotion of
Tiwi staff members to related roles.
5.

That a business support unit be formed within the corporate services area.

This would be staffed by Council’s existing business development manager (Greg Brown,
our contracts manger (Tracy Nagle) and our IT manager (Chris Smith). The main functions
of this unit will be business planning, program performance monitoring, systems, asset
management, procedures and policy development and analysis of financial performance
(with the finance manager).
6.

That all internal service functions of TISC become “business units” in their
own right.

Implementation of this will be a key role of the business support unit. This effectively means
that all functional areas but particularly unfunded areas such as our workshops,
management of our vehicle and equipment (fleet operations), roads crew, housing and
corporate services must operate on a cost recovery basis to ensure that all other functions
pay for the cost of these services at realistic levels and that all programs and funding
agreements reflect these costs. At the moment our housing operation is already achieving
this. This needs to be extended to all service areas to ensure that TISC is operationally and
financially viable. A good example of this is recovery of administrative costs from CDEP. For
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the period July to December these were only around 5% of the program. Recovery at 15%
would see a corporate services operating deficit of some $225,000 become a surplus of
around $500,000.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
There are considerable immediate savings to council by adoption of this management
structure, summarized as follows;
Measure (as above)

Savings

cost

Financial result

1
2
3

$155,000
$155,000
$155,000

nil
nil
$120-140,000

4
5
6
Overall result

$85,000
Nil
Not yet calculated
$550,000

$85,000
nil
nil
$205,000 - $225,000

Save $155,000
Save $155,000
Save at least
$15,000
Revenue neutral
Revenue neutral
Not yet quantified
Save between
$325,000 - $345,000

The other prospective outcomes for TISC are as follows;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A structure which will greatly improve the operations of key Council functions,
particularly support to elected members
Better mentoring of Tiwi staff members
Long term prospects of more internal promotion for Tiwi staff to senior levels
Provision of more services “in house” with resultant cost savings and local
employment opportunities.
Greatly improved policies and procedures
More efficient internal cost recovery with resultant positive cash flows for council.
Funds saved by way of cost savings and internal cost recovery would be available to
counter prospective revenue/recurrent funding losses, meet plant replacement costs
and retain Tiwi jobs

CONSULTATION & TIMING

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council agree to amendments to it’s staffing structure as outlined above.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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TITLE
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5.2
Local advisory boards to shire councils
34229

AUTHOR

Alan Hudson, Chief Executive Officer

Formation of local community advisory boards to Council

BACKGROUND
With the formation of Shire Councils in the Northern Territory there was recognition that
under the previous Local community Government Council structure there was direct input
within local communities into Councils.
In many locations this was no longer the case with the formation of shires and provision was
made for advisory boards, along community lines, to meet and have their say about local
issues and priorities and for those to be passed on to shire councils.
Tiwi shire is unique in so much as it is the only shire that does not have such boards.
ISSUES/OPTIONS/CONSEQUENCES
It is recognised that there was some thought around “skin groups”, through the support
provided to them, performing this function in Tiwi communities.
At this time this is not happening.
Concurrently both the Federal and Northern Territory governments have indicated that they
see an important role for local advisory boards (noting that they have neither decision
making nor direction giving authority).
This issue has arisen recently in the context of community consultations regarding funding
opportunities and priorities. In that context a more suitable structure, specifically for tiwi
communities has been suggested.
Specifically;
•

•
•
•

•

That in order to achieve a representative cross section of members in each
community advisory boards should themselves reflect the skin group structure and
include two (2) members nominated by each skin group. Given the nature of the
boards as “advisory” rather than authoritive these members could vary according to
availability
In addition there could be a small number (say 2) of non skin group representatives
All advisory group meeting should be attended by the TISC Councillors for that
community
TISC staff would provide the support required for holding these meeting and
ensuring that minutes of such meetings were a standard agenda item for all TISC
council meetings.
It was generally thought that such involvement would enhance the importance of
skin groups and, whilst part of a representative group of the whole community,
provide a more formal mechanism for the importance of their role to council.

CONSULTATION & TIMING
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Given the short time since this model has been evolving there is yet to be more than cursory
discussion about implementation of the model or to get feed back, particularly from the skin
groups themselves.

RECOMMENDATION
(a)

That Council endorse “in principle” the adoption of such a model for local
advisory board, noting that a final decision should be subject to consultation
with all the skin groups and on a community by community basis.

ATTACHMENTS:
There are no attachments for this report.
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